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A nine-point compact finite difference scheme with fourth-order con-
vergence is proposed for an equity swap model. In order to derive a
compact scheme for the equity swap model, a special treatment is nec-
essary to remove the mixed derivative term so that the resulting scheme
is of fourth-order convergence as well as compactness. A suitable coordi-
nate transformation is proposed to eliminate the mixed derivative term
successfully. The resulting algorithm is shown to be a fourth order con-
vergent scheme. Various examples confirm the validity of the proposed
scheme.
Since most of linear solvers consist of basic linear algebra subroutines
(BLAS), we optimize computational performance by distributing a sub-
routine into CPU and GPU with some splitting ratio. We present this
splitting ratio by means of a min–max problem concerning with computa-
tional times. Computational times for both CPU and GPU are estimated
as polynomial functions based on their capabilities. BLAS saxpy, sgemv,
and sgemm are implemented in OpenCL and we verified our min–max
model with actual heterogeneous computing results.
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Recent global financial crises have been stimulating bank managers to
understand interest rates thoroughly and to manage cautiously. For this,
researchers need to develop more precise interest rate models in one di-
rection, while they should calculate them more accurately in another
direction. In this thesis, we are particularly interested in developing a
highly efficient numerical scheme for a PDE equity swap model.
Several interest rate models have been developed actively and a grow-
ing attention has been paid year by year. For instance, see [9, 10, 13, 15,
18,19,24,27–30,33], and related references therein. From the PDE point
of view, an equity swap follows the characteristic of Black-Scholes equa-
tion so that one can evaluate a pricing model using various numerical
methods.
Let V (x, y, t) be the equity swap derivative whose price depends on
the short-rate driving variable x and the log-normal stock price y. Then,




















− ζ(x, y, t)∂V
∂y
− r(t)V = 0,
3
where ζ(x, y, t) = r(t) − f(0, t) − σ
S(y,t)2
2 . Here, σ
r(t), σS(y, t), ρ, and
κ(t) designate volatility parameters and f(t, T ) denotes the forward rate
which is the instantaneous forward interest rate prevailing at time t for the
maturity T > t. The instantaneous interest rate r(t) fulfills r(t) = f(t, t).
Notice that the coefficients in (1.1) depend on time and space vari-
ables in some special fashion. Such an equations can be solved by using
standard numerical methods [4,12,39]. However, in real application fields,
one has to cover thousands of derivatives in a few hours. In order to re-
solve this situation, it is necessary to develop a very efficient numerical
method to save time. A high-order compact scheme reduces computa-
tional costs significantly, and thus one can expect more correct results in
almost similar time compared to the standard second-order schemes.
As our aim is to develop a fourth–order compact scheme for a class
of parabolic equations which are slightly generalized from (1.1), let us
briefly discuss higher–order compact schemes. The key idea of deriv-
ing a high-order compact finite difference scheme begins with replacing
high-order terms in the Taylor expansion with derivatives of the forcing
term [36]. Using this basic idea, many researchers have developed fourth-
and higher-order schemes for constant and variable coefficients in two and
three dimensions. Usually a high-order compact scheme denotes spatial
approximations, and one can easily adopt time-wise approximation us-
ing high-order time stepping methods, such as Runge-Kutta fourth-order
method and the Richardson method. For parabolic partial differential
equations including convection terms with time-dependent coefficients,
high-order compact finite difference schemes draw constant attention from
researchers since these equations are very closely related to real applica-
tions, such as option pricing that we are discussing in this thesis.
The organization of the thesis is as follows. In the chapter to follow, we
will introduce a coordinate transformation to remove mixed derivative in
the governing parabolic equation. We will the derive a nine-point compact
scheme for the resulting equation. In Chapter 3 a stability analysis will be
performed and show that the nine-point compact scheme is of fourth order
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and unconditionally stable. In Chapter 4 several numerical examples are
shown to confirm the validity of the proposed scheme.
1.1 Previous Studies
Let us briefly review previous studies. Spotz and Carey [35] derived
a fourth-order compact finite different scheme for the one-dimensional
unsteady convection-diffusion equation. Li, Chen, and Liu [25] developed










where α and c are constant coefficients. Next, Karaa and Zhang [23] and
Tian and Ge [37, 38] expanded Spotz–Carey’s study to two dimensional
space with the ADI (Alternating Directional Implicit) method. The ADI
method is very practical since the resulting matrices from discretization
are decomposed direction by direction so that the linear systems are easily
solvable. Combining high order schemes with ADI method, Karaa and
















= f(x, y), (1.2)
where αx, αy, cx, and cy are constant coefficients. Notice that (1.2)
lacks a mixed derivative term. In [20], Karaa suggested a fourth–order
discretization scheme with a variable mixed derivative coefficient term.
However, the mixed derivative does not allow discretization to be used
with the ADI method because the direction will not be fully decomposed
separately. Later, Geiser [14] designed a splitting method, which is similar
5




















where αx and αy are constant coefficients and β(x, y), c1(x, y), and c2(x, y)
are sufficiently smooth functions. Again, Karaa [21] studied the ADI


















+ d(x, y)u = f(x, y), (1.4)
where the assumptions on coefficients are identical to those in (1.3) and
d(x, y) is a sufficiently smooth function. Three dimensional problems have
been studied by Karaa [22], Qin [32], and Ma and Ge [26].
Notice that the coefficients in the equity swap derivative equation
governed by (1.1) do not fulfill the assumptions in the above developed
compact schemes. In particular the mixed derivative term in (1.1) needs
some special treatment. We will apply a coordinate transformation to
remove it. Then a standard approach to develop fourth-order compact
schemes will be applied.
1.2 Equity Swaps
According to [10], “an equity swap is a transaction between two parties
in which each party agrees to make a series of payments to the other,
with at least one set of payments determined by the return on a stock or
stock index. The return is calculated based on a given notional principal
and may or may not include dividends. The payments occur on regularly
scheduled dates over a specified period of time.” For instance, two parties
may agree to swap a floating interest rate against some stock index such as
FTSE (the share index of the 100 most highly capitalized UK companies
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listed on the London Stock Exchange).
In this section we give a brief introduction to interest swaps following
the exposition given in [29]. By T and t denote by the maturity and
current times. A yield curve is a graphical representation of the relation
between the time to maturity τ = T − t and the annual percent yield
that is currently available in the marketplace. It is expressed in terms of
either the “continuously-compounded spot interest rate prevailing at time
t for the maturity T > t” R(t, T ) or the “instantaneous forward interest
rate prevailing at time t for the maturity T > t” (simply “forward rate”)
f(t, T ), fixed at time t for instantaneous borrowing at time T . Then the
zero coupon bond price P (t, T ) and the forward rate are given by
P (t, T ) = e−R(t,T )τ ,
f(t, T ) = − ∂
∂T
logP (t, T ) =
∂R
∂T
(t, T )τ +R(t, T ).
Typical examples of interest models include LIBOR market and short
rate models, which are, respectively, given by









rt = f(t, t).
LIBOR(t, T ) is the simply-compounded spot interest rate prevailing at
time t for the maturity T [9].However, interest rate models usually have
term structures which depend on segments of forward curves, which are
described by stochastic time evolution of the entire forward curve. Among
such short rates, one-factor model driven by one stochastic driver, satisfies
the following stochastic differential equation:
drt = µ(t, rt)dt+ σ(t, rt)dWt, (1.5)
where Wt is a Brown motion in the risk-neutral measure Q, and µ and
σ denote the drift and diffusion coefficients. Owing to the Black-Scholes
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formula, all assets (say St), priced in terms of the money market, are
martingales with respect to the risk-neutral measure Q.
The HJM model and its descendants belong to the class of stochastic
LIBOR models while Vasicek model and its variants belong to stochastic
short rate models. Among stochastic short-rate models, let us look at the
Hull-White model described by
drt = (θt − κtrt)dt+ σtdWt. (1.6)
where θt denotes the drift while κt and σt denote the volatility parameters.
Decompose the interest rate rt given by the Hull-White stochastic
differential equation (1.6) as follows:
rt = Xt +Xt, (1.7)
where Xt denotes the deterministic function representing interest rate
with term-structure satisfying
dXt = (θt − κtXt)dt; X0 = f(0, 0). (1.8)
and Xt satisfies the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
dXt = −κtXtdt+ σtdWt; X0 = 0. (1.9)
Set Λst =
∫ t
s κudu. By using integrating factors, the solutions of (1.8)












−ΛutdWu, ∀0 ≤ s ≤ t,
8
from which the solution of (1.6) is given by



















t κu du ds.
Then the price of a zero-coupon bond P (t, T ) is given by the following
formula [29]:
















Consider the stock price model:
dSt = (rt − vt)Stdt+ σS(St, t)StdWSt , (1.12)
where vt incorporates the dividends and the repo rate, assuming that the
dividend is assume to be proportional to the stock price.
Also, consider the interest rates following an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model
as in (1.9)
dXt = −κtXtdt+ σrt dW rt , (1.13)
with the correlation 〈





In order to avoid the dependency of the dividends and repo, apply the

























dt+ σSt dWt. (1.14)
Let V (x, y, t) be the derivative whose price depends on the short-rate
driving variable (Xt) and the stock price (St).

























R(t), σSt = σ
S(St, t)
Since the value of the derivative discounted by the money market






= [∂tV + LtV − rtV ] dt+ a martingale part (1.15)
it follows that V satisfies
∂tV + LtV − rtV = 0. (1.16)
• The forward curve f(0, t) is discontinuous
• Thus, the short rate rt is discontinuous
• rt − f(0, t) has smaller discontinuities
• rt − f(0, t) continuous in the Hull-White model and in the limit of
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zero interest rate volatility
Writing U(x, y, t) = V (x, y, t)P (0, t), one has
∂tU + LtU − (rt − f(0, t))U = 0. (1.17)










Consider the parabolic problem:
∂tu− Lu = f(x, y, t), (2.1)
where L = a1∂2x + a2∂2y + b∂x∂y + c1∂x + c2∂y + d, whose coefficients may
depend on x, y, and t partially as follows:
a1 = a1(t), a2 = a2(y, t), b = b(y, t),
c1 = c1(x, y, t), c2 = c2(x, y, t), d = d(x, y, t).
Temporarily we write
Lu = ∂tu− f(x, y, t) ≡ F (x, y, t, u(x, y, t)) (2.2)
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2.1 Seeking a higher-order scheme























































































uj+1,k − 2uj,k + uj−1,k
∆x2
, δ2yuj,k =
uj,k+1 − 2uj,k + uj,k+1
∆y2
.
Next, in order to have a nine point compact scheme, we need to replace
the terms containing derivatives of order higher than or equal to three
that would not be approximated by a nine point finite difference. For































































































































































y + (∂xb)∂x∂y + (∂xc1)∂x + (∂xc2)∂y + (∂xd)
]
u,















































The same technique is applied for approximating ∂3yu. If one substitutes
the approximations of ∂3xu and ∂
3
yu to (2.3), it still preserves the fourth
order accuracy by the virtue of h2x and h
2
y terms as multipliers while
15
keeping the nine point compact stencil.





and ∂4y , we differentiate (2.2) twice with respect to x and y. To treat ∂
3
x
and ∂3y , we need to expand the differential operators in second order ac-
curate forms. If we consider the differential operators as variables of a
system of algebraic equations, then it is written in a form,




xu, A2 = ∂
4
yu, A3 = ∂
3
x∂yu, A4 = ∂x∂
3
yu.
Since the system of equations is under-determined, the system is not solv-
able and thus the approximation with a fourth-order nine-point compact
scheme is infeasible through this procedure. Instead, we can think of the
following options:
1. Remove the mixed derivative from (2.1).
2. Make a1 and a2 be equal.
Option 2 is only applicable in a very restricted situation. Especially, if
the coefficients a1 and a2 are given as functions, which we are interested in,
then option 2 is even more implausible. Note that we consider a problem
for which coefficients a1 and a2 are only dependent on y and t. In this
case, we can remove the mixed derivative term by introducing a special
coordinate transformation that is described in the following subsection.
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2.2 Coordinate transformation
For the sake of convenience, we denote by (x, y, t) the transformed vari-
ables and by (x̂, ŷ, t̂) the original variables. We specify the relation be-
tween the two coordinates in such a way that
(x, y, t) =
(
φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂), ŷ, t̂
)
, (2.7)
where φ is determined later in this subsection. We distinguish the original
and the transformed dependent variables by adding ’̂s to the original ones.
For instance,
û(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = u(x, y, t), σ̂r(t̂) = σr(t), and σ̂S(ŷ, t̂) = σS(y, t).
Since the purpose is to remove the mixed derivative term, it is enough
to consider the second derivative terms from the equation (1.1). We define
L(2)
t̂











By the chain rule, we immediately have
∂x̂û(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = ∂xu(x, y, t)∂x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂), (2.9a)
∂ŷû(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = ∂xu(x, y, t)∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) + ∂yu(x, y, t), (2.9b)
∂t̂û(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = ∂xu(x, y, t)∂t̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) + ∂tu(x, y, t), (2.9c)
∂2x̂û(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = ∂
2
xu(x, y, t)[∂x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂)]
2 + ∂xu(x, y, t)∂
2
x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂), (2.9d)
∂2ŷ û(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = ∂
2
xu(x, y, t)[∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂)]
2 (2.9e)
+2∂x∂yu(x, y, t)∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂)
+∂2yu(x, y, t) + ∂xu(x, y, t)∂
2
ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂),
∂x̂∂ŷû(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = ∂
2
xu(x, y, t)∂x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂)∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) (2.9f)
+∂x∂yu(x, y, t)∂x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) + ∂xu(x, y, t)∂x̂∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂).
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Applying (2.9d)–(2.9f) to (2.8) leads to
L(2)
t̂






















ρσ̂r(t̂)σ̂S(ŷ, t̂)∂x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂)
+σ̂S(ŷ, t̂)2∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂)
]
∂x∂yu(x, y, t)
+ {lower order terms}.
At this point φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) should be determined such that the coefficient of
the mixed derivative term in (2.10) vanishes. This amounts to solving
the first–order (linear) partial differential equation:
ρσ̂r(t̂)σ̂S(ŷ, t̂)∂x̂φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) + σ̂S(ŷ, t̂)
2∂ŷφ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = 0, x̂ > 0, ŷ > 0.
Using the method of characteristics one immediately finds the solution in
the form:



























This implies that the coefficients of ∂2xu(x, y, t) and ∂
2
yu(x, y, t) are
18
given by (12 −
1
2ρ
2)σ̂r(t̂)2 and 12 σ̂
S(ŷ, t̂)2, respectively. Thus we conclude







σ̂r(t̂)2 > 0, (2.12)
the coordinate transformation (2.7) with φ given by (2.11) makes the
mixed derivative term vanish with preserving the ellipticity of L(2)
t̂
.
Remark 2.1. The assumption (2.12) holds if the correlation ρ between
the Brownian motions W r and WS is less than 1 and the volatility of WS
does not vanish for all t > 0.
Finally, by expanding the lower order terms we have a transformed
equation,




































+ ζ(x, y, t)∂yu(x, y, t)− γ(x, y, t)u(x, y, t). (2.13)
2.3 A nine-point compact scheme
Since the resulting PDE does not contain a mixed derivative, now we
return to the approximation of (2.2) with b = 0. The third derivatives ∂3x
and ∂3y are already approximated in §2.1. The second derivative of F with





































































































































one can obtain a second-order approximation of ∂4x in conjunction with
the approximation of ∂3x. By similar way, ∂
4
y is approximated with second-
order accuracy.




















































































































































































Simply, (2.14) is represented as










−A1δ2xF −A2δ2xF −A3δ0xF −A4δ0yF +O(∆x4) +O(∆y4).
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By expanding the discretization operators at a point (j, k), we get
Luj,k =
[




































































Rewrite the equation in a discrete form:
L̃u = ÃF +O(∆x4) +O(∆y4),
where
L̃ =
 L1 + L2 − L3 − L4 −2L1 − 2L2 + L6 + L8 L1 + L2 + L3 + L4−2L1 + 2L3 + L5 − L7 4L1 − 2L5 − 2L6 + L9 −2L1 − 2L3 + L5 + L7




 A2 +A4A1 −A3 1− 2A1 − 2A2 A1 +A3
A2 −A4
 .
We replace F with ∂tu− f and apply Crank-Nicolson method in the time axis,
then we obtain the final discretization form,
(Ãn+1/2 − ∆t
2









In this section, we provide stability conditions for the proposed scheme. First of













where ξ ∈ [−π, π] and um denotes discrete data points.




where i is pure imaginary number
√
−1, j denotes discrete points of the solution,
ξ ∈ [−π, π] is a frequency coming from discrete Fourier series, and function g(ξ)
is an amplification factor that is important for stability.
Also, we can expand (3.1) as two-dimensional case with different phase angle
ξ and η:
unj,k = g(ξ, η)
neijξeikη. (3.2)
Our final goal is for |g(ξ, η)n+1/g(ξ, η)n| to be bounded by one to guarantee
stability. However, the von Neumann analysis is only available for constant
25
coefficients, so we assume that our scheme has constant coefficient.
Rewrite target equation as follows and freeze all the coefficients so that a1,
a2, c1, and c2 are constant:
∂tu− (a1∂2x + a2∂2y + c1∂x + c2∂y + d)u = f
In order to simplify the procedure, we adopt the transformation u = edtv to





y + c1∂x + c2∂y)v = ∂tv − e−dtf ≡ F




























































































In order to simplify stability analysis, the following operators are introduced
in [23]:





















































































































































































































































































































v −AxAyF +O(∆x4) +O(∆y4). (3.4)
Rewrite (3.4) and assume that the forcing term f in F is zero:
AxAyvt − (AxLy +AyLx)v = O(∆x4) +O(∆y4). (3.5)















As noticed in [23], the additional term ∆t
2
4 (v
n+1−vn) leads the truncation order
27




























































































































































































































Theorem 3.1. The fourth-order scheme (2.15) is unconditionally stable.
Proof. At first, we prove that∣∣∣∣ GnxGn+1x
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1 and ∣∣∣∣ GnyGn+1y
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1.
We can use abbreviation for amplification factors such that
Gn+1x = (αx,1 + αx,2) + (αx,3 − αx,4)i, Gnx = (αx,1 − αx,2) + (αx,3 + αx,4)i,






















































Notice that the expressions for |Gnx/Gn+1x | and |Gny/Gn+1y | are quite similar,
but differ in coefficients and mesh sizes. Let us first look at the ratio in the
x-direction:∣∣∣∣ GnxGn+1x
∣∣∣∣ = |(αx,1 − αx,2) + (αx,3 + αx,4)i||(αx,1 + αx,2) + (αx,3 − αx,4)i| ≤ 1 ⇐⇒ αx,1αx,2 ≥ αx,3αx,4.

















































from which it follows that we can prove αx,1αx,2 ≥ αx,3αx,4. Similar arguments
for the y-direction hold.
Therefore the unconditionally stable condition is satisfied as follows:∣∣∣∣gn+1gn
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ GnxGnyGn+1x Gn+1y
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ GnxGn+1x
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ GnyGn+1y
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1.















a1(x, t) = 1 + αt sinπx, a2(y, t) = 1 + βt sinπy,
c1(x, y, t) = ξt(x
2 + y2), c2(x, y, t) = ηt(x
2 + y2), d(x, y, t) = ξηtxy,
f(x, y, t) =
[





2(t−1.0) cosπx sinπy − πc2e−2π
2(t−1.0) sinπxcosπy,
with computational domain (x, y, t) ∈ (0, 1)2×(0, 1] This is the form provided by
the coordinate transformation that is used for eliminating the mixed derivative
term. The exact solution is given in the form,
uex(x, y, t) = e
−2π2(t−1.0) sinπx sinπy.
Initial data u(x, y, 0) and boundary conditions are given by the exact solution.
The order of convergence is computed by comparison with the exact solution,
where the error is computed in l∞-norm.
In Table 4.1, Nx, Ny, and Nt denote the number of grid points in the x-axis,
y-axis, and time axis, respectively. In order to balance the order of convergence
between time and spatial variables, we increase Nt 4-times when increasing 2-
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times for Nx and Ny. Table 4.1 shows the order of convergence when α = 2.0,
β = 5.0, ξ = 0.15, and η = 0.3. The fourth order convergence is observed as we
expect.
(Nx, Ny) Nt l
∞-error Reduction rate
(16, 16) 1024 0.629E-04
(32, 32) 4096 0.385E-05 4.03
(64, 64) 16384 0.242E-06 3.99
Table 4.1: Convergence result of Example A.2
Example 4.2. The proposed fourth-order nine-point compact scheme is applied














S2 − rS1∂S1 − rS2∂S2
]
v (4.1)
+ rv = 0
where Si and σi denote price and volatility of a stock i for i = 1, 2, and v is
an option value depending on the basis assets. ρ and r stand for the covariance
of the assets and the risk free interest rate, respectively. The original domain
(S1, S2, t) ∈ [0,∞)2 × (0, T ] is truncated into a finite domain for computational
purpose. Initial data is taken from the Cash-or-Nothing option, that is,
v(S1, S2, 0) =

0, min(S1, S2) < K,
C
2 , min(S1, S2) = K,
C, min(S1, S2) > K,
where K and C denote the strike price and the cash value of the Cash-or-Nothing
option.








∂2x̂ − ρσ1σ2∂x̂∂ŷ −
σ22
2
∂2ŷ − (r −
σ21
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+ rû = 0.
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The mixed derivative in (4.2) is removed by applying the coordinate transfor-



























+ ru = 0
is approximated using the proposed finite difference scheme.
Since the proposed scheme is defined on a rectangular region, the compu-
tation region in (S1, S2) should be chosen in such a way that the coordinate
transformation results in a rectangular region in (x, y) domain. A region in
(S1, S2) domain is formed using the inverse of the function used in the coordi-
nate transformation. A graphical illustration is given in Figure 4.1.
For constant parameters σ1, σ2, ρ, and r, (4.1) has the exact solution in the
form,
vex(S1, S2, t) = Ce
−rTB
(












where B is the bivariate normal cumulative distribution function. The error
of the numerical solution is computed by comparing with the exact solution.
Table 4.2 reports the error in l∞-norm and the reduction rate when σ1 = σ2 =
0.5, ρ = 0.5, and r = 0.03. The fourth-order convergence is observed.
Note that since our purpose is to check the order of convergence of the finite-
difference scheme, we impose the exact value on the boundary for the numerical
solution not to be affected by the choice of boundary conditions.
(Nx, Ny) Nt l
∞-error Reduction rate
(32, 32) 32 0.334E-04
(64, 64) 128 0.206E-05 4.02
(128, 128) 512 0.129E-06 3.99
Table 4.2: Convergence result of Example 4.2
Example 4.3. The equity swap equation (1.1) is solved using the proposed
fourth order compact scheme. The coefficients of the equation are given in
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variable forms such that
σr(t) = 1 + t, σS2 (y, t) = 1 + y + t,
ρ = 0.5, κtx = 2.0tx,
ζ(x, y, t) = x(x− 1) + y(y − 1)− t, γ(x, y, t) = −x− y − t.
The zero forcing term (the right hand side) in (1.1) is replaced with a term
generated by substituting u with the following function:
uex(x, y, t) = e
−t sinπx sinπy.
The coordinate transformation function φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) is written explicitly such
that
φ(x̂, ŷ, t̂) = x̂− 0.5(1 + t̂)
(
ln(1 + ŷ + t̂)− ln(1 + t̂)
)
.
The transformation eliminates the mixed derivative and results in an equation,




x + a2(y, t)∂
2
y
+c1(x, y, t)∂x + c2(x, y, t)∂y + d(x, y, t)]u(x, y, t) = f(x, y, t)
where the coefficients are defined as
a1(t) = 0.375(1 + t)
2,
a2(y, t) = 0.5(1 + t)
2,
c1(x, y, t) = 0.5(1 + t)− 2tx+ 0.5 {x(1− x) + y(1− y) + t+ 1}
1 + t
1 + y + t
+0.5 (ln(1 + y + t)− ln(1 + t))− 0.5,
c2(x, y, t) = x(x− 1) + y(y − 1)− t,
d(x, y, t) = −x− y − t.
The computation results are reported in Table 4.3, and it confirms the fourth-
order convergence.
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(Nx, Ny) Nt l
∞-error Reduction rate
(32, 32) 8 0.680E-03
(64, 64) 32 0.423E-04 4.00
(128, 128) 128 0.273E-05 3.95
Table 4.3: Convergence result of Example 4.3
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(a) A region in (x, y) domain
(b) A region in (S1, S2) domain
Figure 4.1: A rectangular region in (x, y) obtained from a region in
(S1, S2)
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In this thesis we applied fourth-order compact finite-difference scheme to the two-
dimensional parabolic equation with variable coefficients and mixed derivatives.
The key idea of developing high-order scheme is a transformation to remove
mixed derivatives so that compactness is preserved.
A transformed equation simplifies to an unsteady convection-diffusion equa-
tion, and it can be easily discretized by a nine-point compact stencil with fourth-
order convergence rate. Using that scheme and transformation, we proved
fourth-order convergence with various numerical examples. The main advan-
tages of this approach show less computations and more accurate results since
this method reaches a reliable bound much faster than usual second-order ap-
proximations. Also we tried to impose variable coefficients in each coefficients
of derivatives, so we can deal with more general cases in applications.
In conclusion, our high-order compact finite-difference scheme is very close
to the real applications in which fast and accurate evaluation is critical. Our
proposed fourth-order compact scheme will enhance the performance as well as










As computational resources are being developed in parallel, new parallel com-
puting strategies enable us to utilize the full performance of system resources.
GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) is a good example of massive parallel archi-
tecture, and there have been through studies on efficient algorithms for GPUs.
Also CPUs (Central Processing Units) have evolved into multi–core architec-
tures since the clock speed has been limited by cooling costs. Under these
circumstances, even a normal personal computer has both a CPU and GPU,
and these can perform enormous FLOPs (FLoating-point OPerations per sec-
ond). Therefore, heterogeneous systems have emerged as a new paradigm for
computational architectures because significantly increasing FLOPs cannot be
achieved without heterogeneous computing skills. Although the heterogeneous
parallelism for many of algorithms is still not an easy problem, many of future
computations will demand computational powers as much as possible.
Considering scientific computations, focusing on heterogeneous computing is
a natural target to improve traditional MPI (Message Passing Interface) based
parallel algorithms. The most important factor in a heterogeneous system is
load balancing since resources are not compatible with each other in a sense of
architecture. In order to program for heterogeneous system, we use OpenCL
(Open Computing Language), which is a standard heterogeneous computing
language [31]. However, it still remains a difficult problem to balance workloads
among computational resources.
In general, load balancing strategies are regarded as two categories.
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• Task–wise load balancing
• Function–wise load balancing
At first, task–wise load balancing represents that each task can be assigned into
various computational resources based on their computational characteristic. For
instance, matrix multiplication task is appropriate for a GPU whereas simple
vector addition takes the least time on a CPU. Thus, the dominance between
computations and data transfers determines which resources are more suitable
for. On the other hands, a function–wise load balancing deals with only one
function. BLAS are good examples for this function–wise approach. Considering
a vector addition, we assign some portions of vectors into various resources, so
each resource carries out same computation.
Focusing on function-wise load balancing, we describe a load balancing prob-
lem between a CPU and GPU as a min–max problem for computational time of
the CPU and GPU. If the CPU and GPU execute a job concurrently, the termi-
nation time is the maximum time between the CPU and the GPU. To minimize
this maximum termination time is a natural approach for the heterogeneous load
balancing problem. In addition, we estimated the performance of the CPU and
GPU as functions in order to express the objective function for min–max model
explicitly.
From previous studies, this min–max problem have been suggested in a dis-
tributed system as HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest-Finish-Time) algorithm [17].
Also, the paper [34] proposed a fast portion of prediction to determine the por-
tion of matrix for each device. This is almost similar with our goal, but we
will estimate the performance of each resource so that conclude an ideal split-
ting ratio using benchmarked hardware parameters. And other recent researches
emphasize heterogeneous computing [3, 8, 16].
In this thesis, we investigate how to balance loads between a multi–core CPU
and a many–core GPU for BLAS Level 1 saxpy, BLAS Level 2 sgemv, and BLAS
Level 3 sgemm. First of all, we developed a hypothesis to express loads for each
computational resource as a function. And next, we verified this hypothesis by
generating sample data both the CPU and GPU separately. Thus, we are able to
compare this hypothetical estimation with real heterogeneous computing results.




We briefly review OpenCL to support our model analysis. OpenCL programs
need platforms at first. The platform is a framework supplied by a vendor–
specific OpenCL software development kit. Under this platform, vendor–specific
computing devices are wrapped by corresponding OpenCL objects. The device
objects can be made from GPUs, accelerators, or even CPUs. These various
devices collaborate under a single platform or multiple platforms in terms of
really heterogeneous computing. In the case of CPUs, the computing cores
are shared by OpenCL programs on both devices and the host, which requires
consideration on resource contention. Based on the platform and devices, context
objects are made to contain computation-related objects like buffers, command-
queues, kernels, events, and programs as a whole. Kernels are submitted into
command-queues to execute functions on the devices.
We specifically want to address especially two topics: 1) Memory hierarchy
and transfer, 2) Time Measurement. On the host, OpenCL programs manage
vectors and matrices packed in one-dimensional arrays using C pointers. On
devices, three memory spaces like global, local, and private memory exist. Usu-
ally, host memory and device memories reside on a distinct physical space, so
that arrays on the host should be transferred into the device global memory
before running a job. Most commonly, it is done by EnqueueWriteBuffer and
EnqueueReadBuffer. For GPUs and accelerators, array transfer occurs through
a PCI express bus. This accompanies latency and bandwidth of the bus in mea-
suring computation performance. For CPUs, host memory and device memory
are in the same physical space, we can make OpenCL buffer objects get the same
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address with host arrays. This advantage offers better speed.
Function (kernel) execution on the devices is managed by the command-
queue attached to each device. The queue usually has an in-order attribute that
enforce a first-in, first-out timeline. Execution of kernels is profiled by event ob-
jects attached to command-queues. Events have four flags: queued, submitted,
start, and end on the status of job execution. The first two states mean latency
for execution including software call stack establishment, delay for completion of
a previous kernel. The next two states measure a net running time of a kernel.
However, the event variable has additional overheads to enable profiling with
10µs [5]. Moreover, time measurement with the event variable cannot reflect
heterogeneous computing time since it only measures one clEnqueue* job at
once. Instead, AMD SDK [7] offers a reliable nano-second timer, so this mea-
sures the heterogeneous computing time by wrapping all clEnqueue* operations.





Heterogeneous computing between a CPU and GPU is emerging rapidly. OpenCL
have been designed to utilize heterogeneous system, but it is not fully reliable
since some strange behaviors were observed. As briefly mentioned about previ-
ous chapter, if someone wants to use a multi-core CPU, which manages OpenCL
scheduler, full performance of the CPU may not be achieved properly. In this
chapter, we will describe some of those strange situations as well as suggest al-
ternative ways to avoid those. We generated all sampling data and benchmarks
under following environment Table 3.1.
Parameters CPU (AMD FX 8120) GPU (ATI HD 7950)
Number of compute units 8 32
Core clock speed 3.1 GHz 0.8 GHz
Global memory size 16 GB 3 GB
Operating system Windows 7 Windows 7
OpenCL SDK version 2.8 2.8
Peak Performance (float) 37.2 GFlops 2867 GFlops
Global memory bandwidth 21.3 GB/s 240 GB/s
Table 3.1: Heterogeneous Computing Environment
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3.1 Concurrency in Heterogeneous Computing
While gathering statistics for heterogeneous computing results, we found that a
maximum time between the CPU and GPU at each moving variable k was not
observed, where the value k assigns k amount of operations to the CPU and
n − k to the GPU with fixed n variable. Especially, this occurs when the CPU
computes more than the GPU as following Figure 3.1 shows.
Figure 3.1: Heterogeneous computing results: 8–core CPU
The blue line shows the taken time by the CPU with full 8–core from the
Table 3.1. And the red line means the GPU computing time. Notice that
the black line is heterogeneous computing results whereas the green line is just
sum of the blue and red lines. Around k = 3.5× 107, unknown overheads were
started to occur. We expected the black line follows the maximum value between
the red and blue lines, but the black line reaches the green line. This implies
that the heterogeneous execution is serialized for some reasons. Fortunately, we
have AMD APP profiler [6] that analyze the time line for the given execution.




(c) CPU holds the PCI express transfer
Figure 3.2: Profiling Results: 8–core CPU
Notice that if the portion of the CPU execution gets larger, total execution
takes more time. In other words, the heterogeneous computing performance
gets lower when the CPU, which schedules OpenCL instruction for both the
CPU and GPU, occupies full–core computation. Using the OpenCL function
clCreateSubDevice, we are able to split the 8–core CPU into valid sub-CPUs.
We divided this CPU evenly, so that becomes two 4–core CPUs. Again, we
generated a heterogeneous computing result using one 4–core CPU same with
Figure 3.1 and the profiling results same with Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Profiling Results: 4–core CPU
Comparing Figure 3.3 with Figure 3.1, we see that the 4–core result is more
reliable but there still exists some overheads around the cross section point
between the blue and red lines. The profiling results in Figure 3.4 show that
concurrent executions between the CPU and GPU were observed well in contrast
to Figure 3.2. However, there will be a trade-off using 4–core rather than 8–
core. Following Figure 3.5 shows differences between execution time for saxpy
operations.
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Figure 3.5: Differences between 4–core and 8–core execution time
Definitely 8–core execution is faster than 4–core about 10 percent. However,
it is more persuasive to use sub-CPU if the CPU resource contention matters
for computational performances. So we will use the 4–core sub-CPU throughout
this paper. In next subsection, we keep investigating to figure out overheads
around the cross section point.
3.2 CPU Parking Protocol
Windows 7 has a special protocol for cooling CPU cores. Microsoft does not
fully state advantages or disadvantages of this parking protocol, but by default
some of CPU cores are parked and switchings are also observed between normal
cores and parked cores. From web articles [1,2], parking protocol aims at a lower
power consumption, but this will give some unpredictable overheads when the
multi-core CPU runs heavy jobs. Fortunately, users can customize registries on
Windows 7, so that releases the core parking strategy. In other words, we can
represent it as Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: CPU core parking
The main reason why this core parking matters is that the heavier com-
putation runs, the more irregular results are observed. We tested BLAS Level
1 saxpy algorithm, which is scalar multiple of vector addition. The variable k
varies from 1048576(=1M) to 67108864(=64M) with step size 1048576(=1M).
The number of cores used in this example is 4–cores from the 8–cores CPU in
order to exclude resource contentions as we suggested in SS3.1.
Figure 3.7: Sampling results between enabling and disabling CPU parking
In Figure 3.7, the blue line shows disabled CPU parking results while the
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Figure 3.8: Heterogenous computing result : 4–core and disabled CPU
parking
red line shows enabled CPU parking. From this figure, we could conclude that
invoking parked cores has unpredictable overheads. Of course, there is a trade-
off disabling CPU parking. Each CPU core is easily heated, so cooling fans run
almost maximum RPM which consumes more electricity. Notice that the blue
line shows consistent growth whereas the red line has relatively more oscillations.
Therefore, disabling CPU parking is a good choice to generate robust sampling
data although it consumes more powers. Using this observation, we test an
example Figure 3.8 same with Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3. This Figure 3.8 shows
that our expectations were satisfied since the black line follows the maximum




There are many ways to measure the loads. However, we are primarily inter-
ested in how fast computational resources execute given loads. This is nothing
but FLOPs that is a powerful measurement for computational power. Given a
deterministic load, we can then calculate the FLOPs measuring the time to com-
pletion. Therefore, it is apparent that we must first construct time to completion
models for each resource.
First, we assume that all the loads are consists of input n. For instance,
saxpy, single precision computation of ax + y, operation with vector length n
has n floating point operations, 2n+1 times 4 bytes amount of memory reading,
and n times 4 bytes amount of memory writing.
Then, one can estimate how much time will be taken for the computation.
Of course, it is not that easy to evaluate exactly, but we know that how a compu-
tation works with hardware features. For example, memory bandwidth impacts
how fast target data can be fetched in private memory. Also, the theoretical
FLOPs for each computational resources measures how much time is spent for
given number of floating point operations. These two factors have major effects
on the computational time, and additional overheads will determine latencies.
The following definition states the parameterized time functions with input vari-
ables for both a CPU and GPU.
Definition 4.1. For given input variable n, the following cost functions evaluate
how long the computation takes.
1. c(n) = c(n;BCPU , FCPU , OCPU ) : time taken by CPU
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2. g(n) = g(n;BPCI,R, BPCI,W , BGPU , OGPU ) : time taken by GPU
where each parameter stands for
• subscripts CPU and GPU
– B : memory bandwidth
– F : theoretical FLOPs
– K : OpenCL kernel launching overhead
– O : overheads
• PCI
– BPCI,W : PCI Writing bandwidth (Host to Device)
– BPCI,R : PCI Reading bandwidth (Device to Host)
One advantage of heterogeneous computing is that one can utilize many
different resources concurrently. Obviously, independent jobs should be assigned
at each resource to maximize the utility. On the other hand, if one tries to solve
a problem using one CPU and one GPU, for instance, one need to split the
amount of jobs to each to minimize the total amount of time to complete the
job. Let us call the split ratio as α such that αn amount of input will be assigned
to the CPU and (1 − α)n to the GPU. In order to clarify this concept, we will
frame a hypothetical model as follows. Find a splitting point k∗ which is the









This argument comes from the simple fact that for a fixed n amount of jobs
if a GPU computes faster than a CPU for some splitting point k, then the GPU
still has to wait for the CPU to finish, and vice versa. Therefore, we need to
take the maximum time of c(k) and g(n−k). From this intuition, we can derive
a successful model by measuring the minimum of those maximum values.
One more important feature could be realized if we recall the nature of c(n)
and g(n). These time functions are mainly depending on time complexity, thus
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we are going to consider their polynomial complexities. Therefore the functions
c(n) and g(n) will be assumed as polynomials with their domains restricted to
[0, n], from which an exact solution to (4.1) can be derived without difficulty.
First, notice that k∗ should be in the following admissible set
A = {0, n} ∪ {k ∈ (0, n) | c(k) = g(n− k)} (4.3)
∪{k ∈ (0, n) | dc
dk




∪{k ∈ (0, n) | dg
dk
(n− k) = 0 and d
2g
dk2
(n− k) < 0}.
The meaning of the above admissible set A can be understood as follows.
There are some rate cases where the jobs may be complete faster in solving by
dedicated to either a CPU or a GPU rather than in solving them after distribut-
ing to both computing resources. In this situation, k∗ ∈ {0, n}. Otherwise, one
has to check the cross section points, based on which the domain is divided into
subintervals. In each subinterval, the maximum of functions c(k) and g(n − k)
can occur at either at one of the end points or at an interior point. The interior
maximum can be found by using the first and second derivative tests. Observe
that all these candidates for A are finite, whose minimum is the solution of (4.1).
4.1 Performance Estimations
For instance, BLAS level 1 algorithms have clearly linear time complexity so
that we can verify our model successfully. We also recognized that the most time
consuming parts are memory transfers and computations. The input parameter
n varies not only the amount of memory to be transferred but the number of
operations. Therefore the leading coefficient of polynomial time function tells us
whether this algorithm is data transfer or computation dominant. Our model
simplified the procedure to construct time functions as follows.
time = computation time + data transfer time + overheads and latency
Overheads and latency may be negligible depending on the input variable n, but
we dealt with as constant variables since computation and data transfer time
will have major effects on total consumed time. Using Definition 4.1, we are
able to construct the time functions. The saxpy operation is a BLAS Level 1
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algorithm as follows.
y = ax+ y, a ∈ R and x, y ∈ Rn
We start from a very basic step. Theoretical FLOPs can be calculated by
F = number of cores×maximum clock speed×number of operations per cycle.
Here, the operation represents multiplication and addition at once, shortly one
floating point operation. The saxpy algorithm has n floating–point operations
and the computation will take the following amount of time.
n (operations)
F (operations / second)
. (4.4)
Now, we will calculate memory transfer. We assume a configuration where
the GPU is connected through PCI express as a device, and the CPU uses host
memory as global memory in OpenCL concepts. In the host memory, the vector x
and y are already allocated and assigned appropriate random values. Therefore,
vector x and y are firstly copied from global memory to private memory, and
then resulting y vector is written back from private memory to global memory.
Notice that we have additional reading and writing through the PCI express in
the GPU case. In summary,






for the CPU case and for the GPU












By adding those two main factors and overheads, we can develop time func-





















where each parameters are given in Appendix A. We will call those parameters
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reference parameters. To evaluate reference parameters, we collect actual band-
widths and FLOPs generated from sampling statistics. For instance, reference
bandwidths for saxpy operation such as BCPU , BGPU , BPCI,W , and BPCI,R are
averaged values of sampling bandwidths. Let us focus on BGPU . We can make
a kernel function that only executes two writings and one reading with variable
n. Then, we estimated the gradient part from the linear regression and evaluate








the number of sampling statistics
. (4.9)
On the other hands, the FLOPs FCPU and FGPU is actually given by the-
oretical amount of FLOPs. Once we get reference bandwidths, we are able to
evaluate reference FLOPs by subtracting taken time by the saxpy operation
with memory transfer times. However, in cases of sgemv and sgemm, there exist
differences between subtracted values and theoretical FLOPs since simple as-
signments, from global memory to private memory or vice versa, cannot fully
reflect cache memory behaviors or dedicate procedures for executions. Thus, we
used subtracted values to estimate reference FLOPs for sgemv and sgemm cases.
Especially the PCI express bandwidth BPCI,W and BPCI,R were estimated
with similar manners. However, those values are really far from the theoretical
performance. So we did investigate those in next chapter.
4.2 PCI express Bandwidth
The theoretical bandwidth for PCI express 2.0 x16 is 8GB/s. But this cannot be
reached from the fact that in order to send and receive meaningful 64bytes data,
there should be additional 20 bytes for checking errors. So, the performance
decreases 76 percent from the theoretical values [11]. Usual benchmarks of PCI
express 2.0 x16 are at least 5.5 GB/s, but this parameter is also highly dependent
on the mother board. The benchmarked machine is nothing but simple personal
computer, so we may not expect full performances. Therefore it is natural to use
a bandwith coming from benchmarking. In Section 2, we introduced an event
variable to measure the time. Again, this event variable cannot fully reflect real
transfer times since it does not contain the latency from host memory to PCI
memory. However, measuring with event variable is more closed to theoretical
bandwidth, and therefore we can clarify where degradations occur. Following
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Figure 4.1 shows latencies about memory transfers.
Figure 4.1: Differences between event variable and AMD timer
This figure was generated by the differences between timing measurement
methods. Of course, since AMD timer contains all the latencies, the time mea-
sured with an event variable from queued to end status is smaller than the time
measured with AMD timer. These subtracted values imply how much degra-
dations occurs about PCI express bandwidth. The PCI writing operation has
linear overhead which can be analyzed additional costs moving from host mem-
ory to PCI memory and the PCI reading operation as well. We will call this as
minor bandwidths, so this needs to be subtracted from the bandwidth measured




Example 5.1. Consider single precision scalar multiplication and vector addi-
tion, shortly saxpy. The saxpy operation is a BLAS level 1 algorithm and we
are going to find the splitting ratio α(n).
y = ax+ y, a ∈ R and x, y ∈ Rn





















where each parameters are in Table A.2.
We first give a result with n = 67108864.
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(a) Regression
(b) Comparing with heterogeneous computing
Figure 5.1: The result of Example 5.1 with n=67108864
Figure 5.1(a) shows a linear regression with collection of sampling statistics.
On the other hand, Figure 5.1(b) has solid, dashed, and marked lines. The
solid blue and red lines are coming from Figure 5.1(a), and the dashed blue
and red lines mean functions (5.1) with referenced parameters. Finally, the
marked black line states the heterogeneous computing results. We can justify
the goodness of estimation by comparing cross section points and the minimum
value heterogeneous computing results. We did make sampling data with various
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n, so the following Figure 5.4 shows splitting ratio α(n).
Figure 5.2: The splitting ratio α(n) for Example 5.1
Since we have explicit formula (5.1), we can express α(n) as a function. The
cross section point from the regressed linear function and the minimum value
of the heterogeneous computing result are in 5 percent difference with reference
parameter functions.
Example 5.2. Consider single precision matrix vector multiplication, shortly
sgemv. The sgemv operation is a BLAS level 2 algorithm and we are going to
find the splitting ratio α(n).
y = Ax, A ∈ Rn×n and x, y ∈ Rn





















where each parameters are in Table A.3.
We give a result with n = 11264.
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(a) Regression
(b) Comparing with heterogeneous computing
Figure 5.3: The result of Example 5.2 with n=11264
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Figure 5.4: The splitting ratio α(n) for Example 5.2
Example 5.3. Consider single precision matrix matrix multiplication, shortly
sgemm. The sgemn operation is a BLAS level 3 algorithm and we are going to
find the splitting ratio α(n).
C = AB, A,B, and C ∈ Rn×n






























where each parameters are in Table A.4.
We give a result with n = 4096.
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(a) Regression
(b) Comparing with heterogeneous computing
Figure 5.5: The result of Example 5.3 with n=4096
We can conclude that this example is more appropriate to the GPU. Even
though the kernel function for each device was not optimized, the GPU has more




We have investigated how to balance given jobs in a heterogeneous system. The
major approaches were to model load balancing features and to implement suc-
cessful estimations in terms of time functions with a CPU and GPU. Notice that
anticipating time taken by each resource is the core of obtaining exact splitting
ratio α. However, the more complex a given algorithm, the more difficult it
becomes to evaluate the time function. Therefore we gave simple examples in
order to control those difficulties and to clarify the results.
We can conclude that our min–max model gives a successful splitting ratio
for arbitrary n. The differences between reference and regressed parameters
are well bounded, so we can expect a good load balancer using only reference
parameters. Although regressed parameters from sample data will be better
choice, sampling data will take too much time to be practical in application.





Parameters PCI writing Parameters PCI reading
Bandwidth 2.686GB/s Bandwidth 3.353 GB/s
Minor Bandwidth 1.532 GB/s Minor Bandwidth 0.050 GB/s
Table A.1: Reference parameters: PCI express 2.0 x16
Parameters CPU Parameters GPU
FCPU 37.2 GFLOPs FGPU 2867 GFLOPs
BCPU 13.527 GB/s BGPU 149.377 GB/s
OCPU 3.528E-04 sec OGPU 2.527E-03 sec
Table A.2: Reference parameters: CPU and GPU (Example 5.1)
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Parameters CPU Parameters GPU
FCPU 3.69 GFLOPs FGPU 2867 GFLOPs
BCPU 13.527 GB/s BGPU 4.757 GB/s
OCPU 3.528E-04 sec OGPU 2.527E-03 sec
Table A.3: Reference parameters: CPU and GPU (Example 5.2)
Parameters CPU Parameters GPU
FCPU 0.164 GFLOPs FGPU 11.0 GFLOPs
BCPU 1.654 GB/s BGPU 2.132 GB/s
OCPU 3.528E-04 sec OGPU 2.527E-03 sec
Table A.4: Reference parameters: CPU and GPU (Example 5.3)
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